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Abstract-A new method for computing several largest eigenvalues of a matrix has some common 
features with the power method but uses orthogonal projections instead of the customary ways of 
deflation. The rate of convergence is basically the same as for the power method but the fast 
refinement of the approximations to eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the cases of real symmetric 
and Hermitian matrices can be done even without the inverse iterations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The power method is currently the most popular method for computing the strictljr largest 
(dominant) eigenvalue i,, and the associated eigenvector 4, of a matrix B [l-3]. The method 
exploits the fact that the sequence of l-dimensional subspaces (Bqu) in R” or C” converges 
to the invariant subspace +1 if q + co and u is an “almost arbitrary” vector in R” or C”. 
Similarly the k-dimensional linear manifold (Bqq, Bquz, . . . ,Bqu,) converges to the 
invariant k-dimensional subspace of B defined by the k ‘dominant eigenvectors of B if 
q-cc and (u,, u2,. . . ,uk) is an “almost arbitrary” k-tuple of vectors in R” or C”. The latter 
observation can be efficiently employed when several dominant eigenvalues of B or all of 
the eigenvalues of B are to be computed; see Refs. [l-3]. 
In the present paper we show how to evaluate the kth largest eigenvalue of B working 
with the “powers” Bqu of a single basic vector u rather than of a k-tuple of vectors 
although simple generalization to “almost arbitrary” basic sets of k vectors is also possible. 
Historically, we started with the observation that the ratios d(r, k)/d(r - 1, k) converge to 
the kth largest eigenvalue of B if r + co. (See Section 18 of [4]. Actually the paper [4] was 
written and already circulated in 1979.) Here d(q, k) (for q = r and q = r - 1) is the 
distance from the origin 0 of R” or C” to L(q, k). L(q, k) is the k-dimensional linear 
manifold that passes through the vectors Bqu, Bq+ ‘u, . . . ,Bq+‘u. Such distances and their 
quotients can be efficiently computed. This suggests ome new computational methods that 
can be considered as dual variations of the power method with deflation and QR 
algorithm. Such methods might accentuate the power of the two latter techniques if 
combined with them. (In its present form our algorithm proceeds even without computing 
the ratios d(r, k)/d(r - 1, k)). It seems interesting that our approach does not require 
deflation, that is we do not use the k dominant eigenvalues when we evaluate the new, 
(k + 1)st eigenvalue of B. The rate of the convergence of our methods and of the power 
method are shown to be the same except for the case of Hermitian matrices where our 
methods enable us to quickly refine approximations to an eigenvalue and to the associated 
eigenvector of B without the customary use of the inverse iterations. 
In the next section we introduce some notation to be used throughout and define two 
cases where our methods give different results. In Section 3 we state the basic theorems 
for our methods where the convergence rate has been estimated. In Sections 4, 5, 6 and 
7 we prove the theorems of Section 3. The singularity of the Case 2 enables us to accelerate 
the convergence if B is Hermitian (see Section 7). In Section 8 the theorems of section 3 
are used in order to build up algorithms for computing the eigenvalues/eigenvectors f B. 
Some comments are given on how to use scaling and orthonormalization in order to 
stabilize the computations. The methods are compared with the power method and with 
the QR-algorithm. A way of a natural generalization of the methods is indicated. 
Rmwk. J.-T. Lin (SUNY. Albany) recently noted that PPM is quite close to the QR-algorithm although 
Theorem 3.4 seems to be unnoticed so far for such algorithms. 
+This research has been supported by NSF Grant MCS 82-03232. 
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2. NOTATION 
k, m, n, s are integers, m, n are fixed, k I m - 1, s 9 m I n. q is integer parameter that 
ranges from 0 to + co. R” and C” are real (Euclidean) and complex spaces of n- 
dimensional column-vectors respectively. (v(l), v(2), . ,v(.s)) = { X r,v(i)j is the linear 
i=, 
s-dimensional subspace of R” or C” spanned by the vectors v(l), v(2), . . ,v(s). vH is the 
conjugate transposed vector v. If v is real, vH = vr is the transposed vector v. The scalar 
(inner) product of two vectors v = [v,, . ,cJT, w = [w,, . . ,yJ- equals 
(v, w) = vHw = i Giw, where zYi is the conjugate of vi. /Iv/j = ma$nurnic,i is the maximum 
norm of a vecG v = [a,, . . . AIT. 
Remark 2.1. Apart from Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 the reader may use throughout any 
weighted scalar product (v, w) in the place of our unweighted one. Also no major changes 
would be required for using another norm in the place of the maximum norm. 
If S and T are two subspaces of C” (or R”) then 
dist(S, T) = sz~ in: i/v - w 11. 
!/v/i =1 
B is a given n x n matrix. ;C,, . . . ,A,, m < n are the m largest (dominant) eigenvalues of 
B and +i, . . . A, are the associated (linearly independent) normalized eigenvectors of B 
such that 
/Ail ’ )l,I ’ +. > ji,/, (/4J/. = 1 for all i. (2.1) 
r, = (4,, . . . ,g5,) is the s-dimensional inear subspace spanned by 4,) . . . ,qi,, s < m. (T, is 
an invariant subspace of B (eigenspace of B)). u is a fixed vector in C” (or in R”) such 
that 
U = f Ui4i, (2.2) 
I=1 
u,#Ofori=1,2,...,k+l (2.3) 
L(q, k) is the k-dimensional inear manifold in C” (or in R”) that passes through the k + 1 
points (vectors) Bq+ju, j = 0, 1, . . ,k, that is vd(q, k) if and only if there exists 
(k + l)-dimensional vector x(v) = [x,(v), x,(v), . . . ,x,(v)] such that 
v = i .x,{v)Bq +ju, 
/=O 
,$ox,w = 1. 
P(q, k) is the orthogonal projection of the origin 0 onto L(q, k) so that 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In Sections 4-7 we 
We will distinguish 
Case 1 
(P(q, k), P(q, k)) I (v, v) for all vEUq, k). (2.6) 
will assume that k is fixed, k < m, and designate P(q, k) = P(q). 
between the following two cases. 
2, # 1, i = 1, ,k. (2.7) 
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Case 2 
&, = 1 for some i(O), 1 I i(0) I k. (2.8) 
We can unify both Cases 1 and 2 as follows, 
i,,,) = I,0 I i(0) I k, A, # 1 if i I k, i # i(0). (2.9) 
Then we can distinguish between Cases 1 and 2 using auxiliary parameters & and 6 
such that 
i(())=O, &= 1, 6 = 1 (2.10) 
in Case 1 and 
i(0) # 0,6 = 2 (2.11) 
in Case 2. (We introduced i, for notational convenience only. We assume neither that A,, 
is an eigenvalue of B, nor that (iI < (A,,( = 1.) In Section 7 we will indeed study Cases 1 
and 2 simultaneously using parameters 6, i(O), Aicoj, relations (2.9)-(2.11) and the special 
character C* such that 
i(O) - 1 k+S-l 
C* = iz, + 1 , that is 
I I = r(O) + I 
C* = $, if 6 = 1 
k+l 
(C asel), C*= C if6 =2(Case2). 
I i i=, 
I # i(O) 
(2.12) 
E* designates the summation in i from 1 to i(0) - 1 and from i(0) + 1 to k + 6 - 1, 6 = 1, 
2. We will use customary notation, O(f(q)) if q -9 cc .f(q) is a function or a vector-function 
in q. In particular 0( 1) is a function or vector-function in q whose absolute values or norms 
respectively are bounded by a constant if q + 00. 
3. BASIC THEOREMS 
Our evaluation of the dominant eigenvalues of B will rely on the following simple 
properties (see equation 2.2 in [3]). 
THEOREM 3.1 
Let Q = [Q,Q] be a unitary matrix whose first columns (Q,) form an orthonormal basis 
of the invariant subspace r, for some s I m. Then 
Let Q be a unitary matrix whose first h columns form an orthonormal basis of the 
invariant subspace T,,, , for h = 0, 1. . . . ,k where k -c m. Then 
where B,, is a (k + 1) x (k + 1) triangular matrix and therefore the diagonal entries of B,, 
are equal to the dominant eigenvdlues of B. A,. . . . d-k + , 
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In order to evaluate the k + 1 largest eigenvalues of B it remains to find a sequence 
of k + 1 vectors w,,, . . . ,wk such that w,,, . . . ,w,, is a basis of T,, ,, h = 0.. . . .k, then 
orthonormalize that sequence and apply Corollary 3.1. 
We will prove that in Case 1 (see (2.7), (2.10)) 
lim(P(q,O),P(q,l) ,..., P(q,k))=Tk+,,k=O,l ,..., m-l, 
q-s 
and in Case 2 (see (2.8), (2.11)) 
lim (Wq, 01, P(q, l), . . . , P(q, k)) = T,(,,. 
q-a 
Furthermore if B is a Hermitian matrix (BH = B) then 
lim (P(q, k)) = (&+,) in Case 1 
4-m 
and 
lim (P(q, k)) = c#+~,,) in Case 2. 
q-m 
Those relations for general and Hermitian matrices B are implied by the following two 
theorems where also the rates of convergence are estimated. 
THEOREM 3.2 
Fork=O,l,... ,m - 1 there exists a constant c = c(B) such that 
dist((P(q,k)), T,+,)=O((ll,+,/;l,+,lq)ifq~~, (3.1) 
dist((P(q, k)), T&)c)O if (2.7) holds (Case l), (3.2) 
dist((P(q, k)), Z) > c > 0 if (2.8) holds (Case 2). (3.3) 
Here Tk = (4,, . . . ,q&), Tf = (&, . . . ,qblco,- ,, &,)+ ,, . . . ,&+ ,) are k-dimensional in- 
variant subspaces (eigenspaces) of matrix B (defined by its k eigenvectors, 
(q&i=1 ,..., i(O)-1, i(O)+1 ,..., k+6-1) where 6 and i(0) are defined by 
(2.9)-(2.11)). 
THEOREM 3.3 
Let (2.7) hold (Case 1) and B be a Hermitian matrix. Let q --) co and k = 0, 1, 
Then 
dist((P(q, k)), (&+ ,)) = O(l&+,/;l.,l” + j&+J&+ ,I”). 
THEOREM 3.4 
Let (2.8) hold (Case 2) and B be a Hermitian matrix. Let q -+a~ and k = 0, 1, 
Then 
dist((P(q, k)), (QQ,~))) = 0(li:+2/&+ll% &+2 < A,,, = 1. 
,m - 1. 
(3.4) 
,m - 1. 
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4. SOME AUXILIARY RELATIONS (CASE I) 
In the sequel until the end of Section 7 we will assume that k is fixed, k < m and q + co. 
We will write P(q) = P(q, k). 
In this section and in Section 5 we consider Case 1 
Applying B” to both sides of (2.2) we obtain that 
B”u = i A.$,& for all s. 
i=l 
Substitute this into (2.4) for s = q +j,j = 0, 1, . . . ,k 
(vector) v of L(q, k) as follows, 
where (2.5) holds. Equivalently we write 
v = 2 d,(v)qu,#$, 
i=l 
d,(v) = i ;i$cJ,(v), i = 0, . . . ,m. 
(see (2.7), (2.10)). 
and represent an arbitrary point 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
J=o 
The first equation of (4.2) where i = 0 represents (2.5), 
(see (2.10)) and that 
that is we assume that & = 1 
A(v) = 1 for all vEL(q, k). (4.3) 
Using matrix-vector notation, d(v) = [d,(v), i = 0, 1 a., ml, W = [x,(v),j = 0, 
1 3 . . . 3 k], V=[A{, i=O, l,..., m; j=O,l,... ,k], we rewriie’equations (4.2) as follows, 
d(v) = Vx(v). (4.4) 
Then we rewrite the first k + 1 ,equations of (4.2) also using matrix-vector notation, . 
ii(V) = TX(V). (4.5) 
Here 
a(v) = [Q(v), i = 0, 1,. . . ,k], p = [A{, i, j = 0, 1,. . . ,k]. (4.6) 
a(v) is a subvector of d(v). f is a square submatrix of V. P is a nonsingular (Vandermonde) 
matrix so that the inverse 9-l exists and (see (4.4), (4.5)) 
x(v) = t-a(v), d(v) = VP-‘&v). (4.7) 
Therefore a(v) uniquely defines d(v), x(v) and v (see (4.1), (4.7)). 
We have exactly k free parameters in order to define a(v), that is J(v), . . . ,&(v) (see 
(4.3)). In particular, we may choose them such that J(v) = 0, i = 1, ~ . , ,k. This designates 
the unique vector v = v*(q). Designate @v*(q)) = a* = [z?, i = 0, 1, . . . ,k], 
d(v*(q)) = d* = [d:, i = 0, !, . . . ,m]. Note that 
c.$ = 1, 2:’ = 0, i = 1, . . . .k, (4.8) 
so that the vectors a* and consequently d* are invariant in q. 
In the next two sections we will facilitate the study of the properties of i&P(q)) and 
d(P(q)) by comparing those two l’ectors with a* and d*. 
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5. CONVERGENCE TO EIGENSPACES (CASE 1) 
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.2 in Case 1 using the following line. Using the 
comparison of $P(q)) and d(P(q)) with a* and d* we will prove that /Id(P(q))/l = 0( 1). This 
will imply that Cy= k+zdi(P(q))Lfuiq$ =0(1;,,). On the other hand, we will prove that 
lIP( = O(L1+,), l/ldk+,(P(q))l = O(1) as q-co. Altogether with (4.1) this will imply (3.1) 
in Case 1 and (3.2). 
Substitute v = v*(q) into (4.1), recall (4.6), (4.8) and obtain that 
Hence (see (2.1)) 
On the other hand. 
v*(q) = t d:n$4f#+ 
r=k+l 
(v*(q)9 v*(q)) = o(l~k+l12q) ifq+a. 
dk*+, # 0. 
Indeed, (4.2), (4.8) and d:+, = 0 would imply that 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Such a homogeneous system of linear equations in XT, j = 0, 1, . . . , k, has a non- 
singular (Vandermonde) matrix. Therefore the solution xt = 0, j = 0, 1, . . . , k is unique 
andCxT=O#l. 
The contradiction to (2.9, proves (5.3). 
It follows from (2.6), (5.2) that 
(p(q), p(q)) = O@k+ $?* 
cl 
Therefore (see (2.3), (4.1) and recall that the eigenvectors 
independent) 
,& are linearly 
Hence 
Id,(P(q))l:l = O(l&+ ,Iq for all i. 
Hereafter designate 
Idi(P(q))I = O(l&+ r/&l’) for I’ = 1, . . . ,k. (5.4) 
Ad=d*-d(P(q))=[Adi,i=O,l,..*,m], (5.5) 
Aa = a* - d(P(q)) = [A& i = 0, 1, . . . ,k]. (5.6) 
Note that 
Ad, = A& = 0 (see (4.3), (4.6)), 
Adi = A.h;: = - d@‘(y)), i = 1, . . . ,k (see (4.6), (4.8)), 
Ad = VP-‘Ad (see (4.7)). 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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The crucial for our 
following bound, 
Since the vector 
IlA~ll =0@,+,/h19). (5.10) 
proof relation (5.9) enables us to extend the estimate (5.10) to the 
IId* - d(P(q))l) = /Adi = 0(l&+,/A19). 
d* is invariant in q and since d,f+, # 0 (see (5.3)) it follows that 
lId(P(q))ll < c’, Id~+,(P(q))l ’ c” ’ 0 (5.11) 
where c’, c” are constants. Relations (2.1), (4.1), (5.4), (5.11) and linear independence of 
the eigenvectors of B imply that 
0 -cc- < I(p(q)l//pk+,I’-= c+ (5.12) 
where c-, c+ are constants. Relations (3.1) in Case 1 and (3.2) immediately follow from 
(4.1), (5.1 l), (5.12). This proves the part of Theorem 3.2 where Case 1 takes place. 0 
6. CONVERGENCE TO EIGENVECTORS (CASE) 2) 
In this section we assume that (2.8) holds (Case 2). Then again an arbitrary point v 
of L(q, k) can be represented by equations (4.1), (4.2). We will proceed similarly to 
Sections 4 and 5. However the difference is that in Case 2 the two equations in (4.2) for 
i = 0 and i = i(0) coincide with each other (compare (2.5) and (2.8)). We will delete the 
first of those equations that is the one where i = 0. We will remove (w’e will not use) the 
relation (4.3). instead we deduce from (2.5), (2.8) and (4.2) 
d,,,,,(v) = 1 for all vcL(q, k). 
We define the following changes in the notation of Section 
for i = i(O) that 
4, 
(6.1) 
V = [id, i = 1, . . :,m, j = 0, 1, . . . ,k], d(v) = [di(v), i = 1,. . . ,m], (6.2) 
p=[A{,i=l,..., k+I,j=O,l,..., k],a(v)=[d,(v),i=l,..., k+l]. 6.3) 
Such changes enable us to extend the matrix-vector equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.7) to Case 
2. 
In Case 2 (that we are now considering) we represent a vector vEL(q, k) as follows 
(compare (5.1) in Case 1 and recall (2.8), (2.12), (4.1), (6.1)), 
v = U&#+(O) + v’ + v”, (6.4) 
v’ = I* d,(v)+,+,, 
l!v”ll =0(14+zl*ild(v)//). 
Then again we have exactly k free parameters among the k + 1 entries of a(v) (see (6. l), 
(6.3)) in order to define v. Let v = v*(q) be defined by the following requirements. (They 
amount to v’ = 0.) 
J(v*(q)) = ditv*(q)) = 0 if i # i(0) and i s k + 1. (6.5) 
(6.1) and (6.5) define the invariant in q vectors @v*(q)) = a* = [a:, i = 1, . , . ,k + 11. (4.7) 
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defines d(v*(q)) = d* = [d,*, i = 1,. ,m] via a* ((4.7) remains valid under (6.2), (6.3) in 
Case 2). 
The bulk of the analysis of Sections 4 and 5 can be repeated again. In particular, as 
follows from (2.Q (4.1), (6.1), (6.5) 
Since i(0) <k + 2, 1 = &,, > i, if i 2 k + 2. Therefore (see (6.1), (6.5)) iiv*(q)/l = O(1). 
Consequently (see (2.6)) (P(q), P(q)) I (v*(q), v*(q)) = 0( 1). This implies (see (4.1)) that 
Idi(P(q))I = 0(11/;1,)4), i = 1, . . . ,k + 1. Hence (see (2.1), (6.3)) ~la(P(q)l/ = O(ll/Ak+,/q). 
Therefore (see (4.7)) 
//WW)/l = o@/ik+ ,I”>. (6.6) 
Note that (6.4) and the linear independence of 4i, i = 1, . . . ,m imply that 
llvll > c^ > 0 for all veL(q, k). (6.7) 
Here c^ is a constant. 
Combining (6.4), (6.6) with (6.7) where v = P(q) and with (P(q), P(q)) = O(1) proves 
(3.1) (in Case 2) and (3.3). This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2. q 
Remark 6.1. (3.2) also holds in Case 2 unless limd,, ,(P(q))/ig+, = 0. We should not 
normally expect that the latter equality holds unlesi tze eigenvector &. + , and the eigenspace 
Tk are orthogonal. 
7. CONVERGENCE TO EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES 
IN THE SYMMETRIC CASE 
In this section we will give a unified proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 where we will use 
parameter 6 that equals 1 if (2.7) holds (Case 1) and equals 2 if (2.8) holds (Case 2); see 
(2.9)-(2.11). We will also use (2.12). 
Hereafter B is a Hermitian matrix so that its eigenvectors q$, . . . ,$, form an ortho- 
normal sequence. Consequently, 
(v, v) = 5 Id,(v)Ar/ui12 for all vczL(q, k). 
i=l 
Substitute here v = P(q), v = v*(q), subtract, recall (2.6) and come to the following relations, 
o 5 (v*(q), v*(q)) - (p(q), p(q)) = f,(ld:l’ - 14(P(q))Iz)lGui/2. 
In Case 1 apply here (4.8). In Case 2 apply (6. l), (6.5). Then the following inequalities follow 
(here 6 = 1 in Case 1, 6 = 2 in Case 2), 
~C*ldi(P(q))A~UiI* I ,=F+a(ldf12 - Idr(P(q))(2)l’fu,12, 6 = 1, 2. 
, 
Therefore 
14V’(q))j2 I c*I&+,JEL,I’qD(q) if i # i(O), i < k + 6. 
Here 
c * -= maximumlu,/u,l’ < m, 
1. I 
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d-(q) = my$,y;ml(d:l- IW(q))))I I IjAdII (see (5.5)), 
d+(q) =m~$,~;m(ldTI + (Wq))() I d-(q) + 2((d*((. 
c * and IId* 11 are c0nstant.s that do not depend on q. Therefore 
]d,(P(q))l* = 0(l;lk+6/~~2q(llAdll + IIAdll’)), i # i(O), i < k + 6,6 = 1,2. (7.1) 
We have that Ad,,, = 0, di(P(q)) = - AZ if i # i(O), i < k + 6,6 = I,2 (see(5.7), (5.8) in 
Case 1, see (6. l), (6.5) in Case 2). Hence (see (7.1)) 
IjAd/1’= 0(l~k+6/~k+6-lIZq(I(Adll + IjAd[j*)), 6 = 192. (7.2) 
On the other hand (once again we use (5.9) that holds in both Cases 1 and 2), 
11 AdI/ = OtllA~II). 
Combine the latter relation with (7.2). Deduce that 
llAd11* = O(j&+,/&+,-, 12q(lIAdll + llAd11*)), 6 = 1, 2, 
lIAdl[ = O@,+,/&+,-,I% 6 = 132. (7.3) 
Combine (7.1), (7.3) and obtain that 
j&P(q))1 = 0(~j~:+6/(~i~k+6_,)1q), i # &, i .C k + 6, 6 = 1,2. (7.4) 
Therefore 
l(@P)q))/l = O(l), /d(P(q))II = O(1) (see (4.7)). (7.5) 
P(q) = 5 d,(P(q))@& (see (4.1)). 
i-1 
(7.6) 
In Case 1 (see (2.7)) it follows from (7.4)-(7.6) that 
(7.7) 
Theorem 3.3 immediately follows from (2.3), (5.12) and (7.7). cl 
On the other hand, combining (7.4)-(7.6) in Case 2 (where 6 = 2, $,,,(P(q)) = 1,1,,, = 1; 
see (2.8) (6.1)) yields the relation 
Since (i., + , j < ji.,,,,( = 1. 
P(q) I= hgbi~o~ + O((j.2 +z/j.k + l[q>. 
(2.3) and (7.8) imply Theorem 3.4. 
(7.8) 
0 
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8. APPLICATIONS. PROJECTIVE POWER METHOD (PPM) 
In this section we will apply the results of Section 3 to the solution of the following 
problem. 
PROBLEM 
For a given n x n matrix B find its k + 1 dominant eigenvalues. 
&gorithm (PPM(k)). Choose a large integer q and a vector u in C” (or in R”), such that 
(2.3) holds. Evaluate an n x n unitary matrix Q = [Q(O), Q(l), . . ,Q(“-“1 such that its first 
j columns Q(O), . . . 
j=O,l,... 
,Q@ form a basis of the linear subspace (P(q, 0): P(q, I), . . . ,P(q, j)) for 
,k. Evaluate the first k + 1 diagonal entries, z,, . . . r4+l of QHBQ. Check if 
they are sufficiently close to eigenvalues of B. If “yes” end the computations. Else, increase 
q and repeat. 
Let (2.9, (2.7) hold (Case 1) By the virtue of Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 (see (3. l), 
(3.2)), if q-‘co,j =O, 1,. . . ,k 
(8.1) 
If in addition, B is a Hermitian matrix then by the virtue of Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 
3.3, 
p(q~j)l~~p(q~j)~~ = +j+l + o(lAj+*iij+ll' + \Aj+l/A,I">* (8.2) 
Also Theorems 3.2-3.4 imply that in Case 2 (see (2.8)) estimates (8,l) (and (8.2) for 
Hermitain B) are assured for j = 0, 1, . . . , i(0) - 1, that (8.1) normally holds for 
j = i(O), i(0) + 1, . . . , k (see Remark 6.1) and that (7.8) holds, so that 
P(q,k)/llP(q,k)ll =~ico,+O(IA:+ZI~k+l14),~k+*< 1. 
As in the case of the power method, it seems reasonable not to care about the choice 
of vector u because (2.3) holds for almost all choices if B has a complete set of eigenvectors. 
(See [5] about the study of the cases where the set of eigenvalues is not complete.) 
Comparison of the power method with defiation and PPM(k) for small k. Both methods 
have similar behavior and the same rate of convergence with the two following major 
advantages of the PPM(k). 
(1) The PPM(k) does not require deflation for the evaluation of several dominant 
eigenvalues of B. 
(2) For real symmetric or Hermitian matrices B that have eigenvalue iicoJ = 1 the 
PPM(k) converges to that eigenvalue and to the associated eigenvector +in with the rate 
of convergence IA* k+ ,/A, + , IQ. (The power method has lower rate in that case, Ijbi(o) + ,I’“.) Such 
a property of a fast convergence of the PPM in case of Hermitian B can be used for a 
fast refinement of the approximation to the eigenvalue ;Ilco, = 1 or ijco, x 1 of B or tsB or 
B - OZ. (In the latter two cases l/a or 1 + 0 respectively are equal to or approximate to 
an eigenvalue of B.) Such a refinement (unlike more customary one by the inverse power 
method) has an advantage of avoiding the unpleasant ill-conditioned systems of linear 
equations. The same ways can be also used in order to quickly check if a given value is 
(lying near) an eigenvalue of B. 
Comparison of the PPM(n) with the QR-algorithm. The QR-algorithm is more efficient 
(provided that one needs to compute all of the eigenvalues of B) because the PPM(n) (at 
least in its present form) does not take the advantage of working with matrices reduced 
to the upper Hessenberg form. 
An open problem. Can the latter shortcoming be corrected by modifying the PPM(n)? 
Next we will comment on the evaluation of Q(O), Q(I), . ,Q’@. (The choice of the 
remaining n - k - 1 columns of unitary matrix Q causes no problems.) One may evaluate 
successively the vectors u, Bu, . . . ,Bq+‘u, then evaiuate P(q,O), . . ,P(q,k) and then 
orthonormalize the latter k + 1 vectors. Such a straightforward way is not recommended 
however because of the likely overflow or underflow in the process of the evaluation of 
B’u for large q and also because Bqu, . . . ,Bq + k~ form an ill-conditioned basis in L(q, k) 
for large q and this makes it hard to evaluate P(q, k). 
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However the difficulties can be easily avoided. Indeed, our problems will be solved if 
we define the k-dimensional linear manifold L(q, k) that passes through the points Bq+Ju, 
j=O,l.... ,k, or a parallel linear manifold a(q, k)L(q, k) that passes through the scaled 
points a(q, k)B4+‘u,j = 0, 1,. . . ,k where a(q, k) is a scalar. (Then it is not hard to find 
the projections P(q, k) or a(q, k)P(q, k).) The linear manifolds L(q. k) or a(q, k)L(q, k) 
can be obtained by the translations of the parallel k-dimensional subspace S(q, k) by 
vectors B’+I or a(q, k)B‘Ju respectively. The problem is now partitioned into (i) the 
construction of the subspaces S(q, k); and (ii) the translation of S(q, k). 
(i) The subspace S(q, k) can be defined by the k vectors Bq+h - B‘h = BYBh -u), 
j = 1, . ,k. The orthonormal basis Q(q,j),j = 1, . . . ,k of S(q, k) can be obtained by the 
simultaneous iterations (successive premultiplications by B) applied to an orthonormal 
basis of S(0, k). To assure stability it is recommended to repeat the orthonormalization 
after each iteration (each premultiplication); compare ([3], p. 531). Let Q(q) designate 
unitary n x n matrix whose first k column-vectors form an orthonormal basis of the 
subspace S(q, k). o(O) can be obtained by the orthonormalization of the n vectors B’u - u, 
j=l,... ,n. o(q + 1) is defined by the following formula, Be(q) = o(q + l)R(q + 1) 
where R(q + 1) is n x n upper triangular matrix, q = 0, 1, . . . Therefore orthonormal bases 
of S(q, k) for all q, k, k = 1,. . . ,n, q = 1,2,. . . can be obtained from the successive 
QR-decompositions of n x n matrices B&q - 1). Of course, the amount of computations 
is substantially reduced if the bases are needed only for few smaller k. 
(ii) Computing translations of the subspaces S(q, k) for large q one should not use the 
vectors proportional to Bqu because the angles between such vectors and S(q, k) usually 
rapidly decrease as q grows. Instead of that we recommend to translate S(q, k) by the 
vector RP(q - 1, k)ll(P(q - 1, k)(( P rovided that the normalized orthogonal projection 
P(q - 1, k)l/lljP(q - 1, k)ll of th e origin 0 onto the linear manifold L(q - 1, k) has been 
evaluated at the previous iteration and that P(0, k) is obtained by the translation of S(q, 0) 
by the vector u. The scaling amounts to the parallel translation of the linear manifold 
L(q, k) and does not change the directions of the orthogonal projections of the origin 0 
onto them. The evaluation of the orthogonal projection of 0 onto L(q, k) amounts to 
finishing the orthogonalization of the vector-sequence &q, l), &q, 2), . . . , &q, k), 
BP(q - 1, k) where the first k vectors are the first k column-vectors of the unitary matrix o(q) 
and therefore they already constitute an orthonormal sequence. 
Finally we will mention that our method can be easily generalized if one starts with 
the scaled sequence M”~u, w Bu, . . . ,w,Bku (where w,,, . . . ,wk are nonzero scalars (weights)) 
or even with an arbitrary sequence q, ui, . . . , uk such that 
uj= f U,f+J, U,#O,I= l).,. ,M, J = 0, 1, . . . ,K. (8.3) 
I=1 
then applies Bq to all k + 1 vectors of the sequence and thus defines the L(q, k). The 
estimates in Case 1 remain the same except for (3.2) that holds not for all B but for almost 
all B and for almost all choices of U,, . . . ,uk such that (8.3) holds. We do not see 
immediate benefits of such generalizations although further investigation might show such 
benefits. 
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